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Quantifying the physical intensity of
construction workers, a mechanical energy
approach
Abstract:
Construction workers typically undertake highly demanding physical tasks involving various types of
stresses from awkward postures, using excessive force, highly repetitive actions, and excessive energy
expenditure, which increases the likelihood of unsafe actions, productivity loss, and human errors.
Biomechanical models have been developed to estimate joint loadings, which can help avoid strenuous
physical exertion, potentially enhancing construction workforce productivity, safety, and well-being.
However, the models used are mainly in 2D, or to predict static strength ignored their velocity and
acceleration or using marker-based method for dynamic motion data collection. To address this issue, this
paper proposes a novel framework for investigating the mechanical energy expenditure (MEE) of workers
using a 3D biomechanical model based on computer vision-based techniques. Human 3D Pose Estimation
algorithm based on 2D videos is applied to approximate the coordinates of human joints for working
postures, and smart insoles are used to collect foot pressures and plantar accelerations, as input data for
the biomechanical analyses. The results show a detailed MEE rate for the whole body, at which joints the
maximum and minimum values were obtained to avoid excessive physical exertion. The proposed method
can approximate the total daily MEE of construction tasks by summing the assumed cost of individual
tasks (such as walking, lifting, and stooping), providing suggestions for the design of a daily workload
that workers can sustain without developing cumulative fatigue.

Keywords: Construction activity; Mechanical Energy expenditure; Biomechanical analysis; Human
3D Pose Estimation.

Nomenclature
 xi , yi , zi  : Spatial positions of human joint i

described with 3-dimensional coordinates referring to a

Cartesian coordinate system

vi   vix , viy , viz  : Velocity of joint i

ωi  ix , iy , iz  : Angular velocity of a particle
ai   aix , aiy , aiz  : Acceleration of joint i
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αi  ix ,iy , iz  : Angular acceleration of particle i in the reference joint j
G i : Weight of particle i
mi : Mass of particle i

g : Gravitational acceleration

L : Linear momentum of a particle, body, or system of particles (kg-m/s)
M i : Moment of a force about point i

M

ix

, Miy , Miz  : Moment of a force about point i

e1 , e 2 , e 3 : Unit vectors along the coordinate axes

Notes: The smallest particle has two joints, and the connection between them is one particle, which is
modeled as a rigid object. Subscripts x, y , z denote the projections onto directions along the coordinate
axes.
Units of the Variables Encountered in this Paper
Quantity
Length
Time
Position
Velocity
Acceleration
Angle
Angular Velocity
Mass
Force
Moment

Standard International Units (SIU)
Meter (m)
Second (s)
m
m/s
m/s2
Rad
Rad/s
Kilogram (Kg)
Newton (N)
N*m

1 Introduction
Construction workers typically carry out highly demanding physical tasks with various types of
stresses resulted from awkward posture, excessive force demands, highly repetitive actions and excessive
energy expenditure (Maiti, 2008). There are tens of thousands of construction industry workplace injuries
annually involving work-related musculoskeletal disorders (WMSDs) (Park, Elsafty, & Zhu, 2015) normally occurring in the back, shoulders, neck, legs, wrists, fingers, elbows, and arms. More than 50%
of construction workers suffer from symptoms of lower back MSDs, and approximately one-third of the
construction workforce worldwide faces symptoms of knee, shoulder, and wrist MSDs (Umer, Li, Szeto,
& Wong, 2017). Workers could expend more than 8h per day on physical demanding tasks, exceeding the
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metabolic capacity limits of their bodies. For instance, bricklayers lift an average of 1,000 bricks per day,
which requires 1,000 trunk twist flexions (Mitropoulos & Memarian, 2012). Workers suffer from a
significant level of physical fatigue when they expend excessive energy, which could lead to such
consequences as productivity loss, injuries, human errors, and unsafe actions (Seo, Lee, & Seo, 2016).
Hence, practical methods are needed to assess the risks to all parts of the human body.
Quantifying and reducing the workers’ daily energy expenditure on construction sites is important to
ensure they perform construction tasks within their physical capacity, and reduce the probability of
negative effects on their wellbeing and project performance. On the other hand, a systematic
understanding and quantifying of workers’ energy expenditure on planned construction activities can help
maximize their productivity and reduce their energy expenditure on specific construction tasks (Shephard
& Aoyagi, 2012). Existing research, carried out by applied physiologists, ergonomists, sports scientists,
nutritionists, and epidemiologists, mainly focuses on quantifying energy expenditure generally (Shephard
& Aoyagi, 2012). This can be done by direct calorimetry measurement in an airtight, thermally insulated,
chamber (Abdelhamid & Everett, 2002) as an accurate method for calculating the total amount of
metabolic energy expenditure (Schack, 2003). A more practical approach is physical activity energy
expenditure (PAEE)-prediction models using accelerometry alone (ACC) and accelerometry combined
with heart rate monitoring (HR+ACC), both of which have been compared for accuracy by (Corder et al.,
2007) in estimating children’s PAEE during six common activities. In the construction context, (Maiti,
2008) has assessed the workload of building construction related activities by calculating the working
field heart rate (HR).
However, workers are reluctant to wear tags when performing construction tasks due to
inconvenience and radiation concerns. Moreover, it is expensive and impractical to quantify workers’ total
metabolic energy expenditure using these methods, and difficult to measure input energy from food and
the restored energy in the body. Humans constantly consume metabolic energy. According to conservation
of energy, muscles expend metabolic energy to perform positive work (Collins, Wiggin, & Sawicki, 2015).
However, they also consume metabolic energy to perform negative work (Collins et al., 2015). Therefore,
workers’ energy expenditure cannot be measured based solely on their positive work. During human
walking, the greatest portion of energy waste occurs in muscles (Collins et al., 2015). Therefore, we focus
on quantifying the mechanical energy expenditure (MEE) of workers consumed by muscles when
performing mechanical work using a non-invasive approach. MEE may be defined as the corresponding
energy demand when the muscles are doing mechanical work.
Muscles expend energy whenever active, even when producing force without performing mechanical
work (Shephard & Aoyagi, 2012). Simply reducing muscle force can therefore save metabolic energy.
However, muscle forces are generally not measurable, thus experiments alone cannot quantify the energy
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expenditure (Shephard & Aoyagi, 2012). Recently, muscle actuated dynamic simulations based on such
software as OpenSim and Anybody have provided a feasible approach to analyze the forces and moments
of elements in musculoskeletal systems (Delp et al., 2007; Gallo et al., 2015; Senteler, Weisse, Rothenfluh,
& Snedeker, 2016). The input data required (e.g., motion data) are usually markers’ motion data worn on
the skins of experimental targets, captured by such expensive motion capture systems as VICON. Based
on these data, individualized musculoskeletal models can be scaled, and inverse kinematics applied to
determine the joint angles and translations, and then inverse dynamics used to calculate the joint moments
at each joint. However, it is expensive and time-consuming to deploy such a motion capture system on
construction sites due to the dynamic, complex, and occluded characteristics of on-site environments.
Most importantly, it is unsafe for workers to wear markers on their skins without wearing a safety vest
when performing construction activities. Therefore, there is a practical demand for methods of
quantifying MEE that are acceptable to workers and cost-effective in deployment and maintenance.
To alleviate these limitations, a three-dimensional human body dynamic modelling approach is
proposed, based on 3D human pose estimation, to estimate the MEE of workers carrying out some basic
individual tasks. Based on the human body’s physical structure and mechanical properties, human body
dynamics (Tözeren, 1999) uses the laws of dynamics to analyze the formation, dynamics, and balance of
postures. The solution consists of two primary components: a vision-based method for 3D human pose
estimation (Xingyi Zhou, Huang, Sun, Xue, & Wei, 2017) and a human body dynamics-based method for
calculating joint internal forces and displacements. The method can calculate the internal joint forces and
moments reliably estimated from motion data and external forces based on inverse dynamic analysis, and
the internal joint angles and translations can be calculated based on inverse kinematics. The total daily
energy expenditure can be approximated by summing the assumed MEE of basic bricklayers’ tasks (such
as walking, stooping, and lifting), which may provide information on the daily workloads that older
workers can sustain without developing cumulative fatigue (Shephard & Aoyagi, 2012). At the same time,
estimation of worker joint forces timely can provide timely insights into worker neural control and tissue
loading (Erdemir, McLean, Herzog, & van den Bogert, 2007), and can thus contribute quantitatively to
improved site safety and health management. Most importantly, the proposed method is non-invasive and
cost-effective, which enables it to be adopted practically.
This paper first reviews the existing state-of-the-art studies of biomechanical analysis based on
human body dynamics/methods in quantifying the MEE. Second, the overall concept and specific
approach of the proposed method for approximating MEE is presented. Third, theoretical derivations for
calculating the internal joint moments and forces are presented based on human body dynamics. Fourth,
experiments are conducted to verify the proposed method’s feasibility; and finally, the technical
challenges and potential issues of using the approach in practice are discussed.
4

2 Research background
External forces acting on a body can cause physical stresses within the body, with wide-ranging
consequences. For instance, the compressive stresses in the musculoskeletal system caused by gravity
shorten us slowly as we get older, while an accidental fall can induce intensive stresses in a bone that may
result in fracture (Tözeren, 1999). The dynamic human motion needed to accomplish predetermined task
requirements is controlled by produced muscle forces acting on the joints (Erdemir et al., 2007). It is
impossible to directly determine the system of forces carried by the muscles in the human body because
there is much redundancy in the body structure (Tözeren, 1999). However, mathematical methods can be
developed to estimate the forces carried by the various muscle groups involved in posture, movement, and
motion. Recently, biomechanical models have been increasingly introduced to analyze human movements
and estimate joint loadings (Wang, Dai, & Ning, 2015).
Biomechanical analyses has been used to assess the internal forces and moments of workers
performing certain activities in a wide range of human body-related studies aimed at describing the
interactions of skeleton components (Li, Komeili, Gül, & El-Rich, 2017). Different musculoskeletal
modelling approaches are often proposed for lifting activities, including electromyography (EMG)assisted models (van Dieën, Kingma, & Van der Bug, 2003), optimization models (Bruno, Bouxsein, &
Anderson, 2015), finite element models (Toumanidou & Noailly, 2015), and multi-body models (Rupp,
Ehlers, Karajan, Günther, & Schmitt, 2015). However, these models rely on commercially available
software or customized programs (Zhu, Kim, & Zhang, 2017). Another approach focuses on workload
simulation and musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) in the workplace. (Umer, Li, Szeto, & Wong, 2018),
for example, monitors muscle activity and lower limb circulation continuously, using electromyography
and oximeters to quantify the postural load involved, and investigate standing balance during rebar tying
with different postures. On the other hand, many biomechanical models (such as electromyography
(EMG)-assisted spine models) have been developed to estimate lumbar spinal loading during diverse
lifting activities. For instance, (Kim & Zhang, 2017) use whole-body musculoskeletal modelling in
OpenSim Technology software to estimate lumbar spinal loading and muscle forces during symmetric
lifting (SL) and asymmetric lifting (AL) tasks; (Stambolian, Eltoukhy, & Asfour, 2016) use the AnyBody
Modeling System for lower back evaluations in developing a dynamic 3D box lifting model; while (Li et
al., 2017) use surface electromyography (sEMG) and human body modelling with the AnyBody Modeling
System to propose a framework to assess muscle force and muscle fatigue development during manual
lifting tasks.
The previous studies have had some success in introducing biomechanical analysis in engineering
management, which provides valuable muscle activity information for workload design in the workplace.
However, the existing models were constructed to estimate the external loading with a series of rigid links
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in two dimensions (Karakose, Yetis, & Akin, 2018; Xincong, Yantao, Heng, Xiaochun, & Fenglai, 2017),
predict static strength ignored their velocity and acceleration (Jones, Strickfaden, & Kumar, 2005) or
using marker-based method for dynamic motion data collection (Seo, Starbuck, Han, Lee, & Armstrong,
2014). When workers need to wear markers or sEMG sensors, which are most likely to increase the
reluctance of workers due to invasiveness, privacy, and health concerns, as well as the managers’
resistance due to the extra overhead involved. On the other hand, the application of sEMG is limited to
superficial muscles, and cannot assess the state of load distribution throughout the entire human body. In
addition, these whole-body musculoskeletal models require sophisticated data, such as two or more video
cameras to record joint displacements or expensive motion-capture software (e.g., VICON) to record
marker data, which is often not practically possible in a normal workplace (Garg & Kapellusch, 2009).
Recently, (Xincong et al., 2017) propose using biomechanical analysis to assess worker balance, joint
force and moments, and the maximum workload from single video-tracked postures. However, they
consider workers’ motions in 2D, which is insufficient for practical analysis. Therefore, we first propose a
3D human dynamic biomechanical model to approximate internal joint forces based on 3D human pose
estimation. A human lower extremity model with the joint moment sources of mechanical energy is then
applied to calculate the MEE involved.

3 Research methodology
This paper proposes a theoretical method based on the biomechanical model for approximating MEE and
the corresponding impact on the construction workforce and safety during workers’ lifting objects. The
method is intended to depict the relationship between cumulative physical demands and corresponding
energy expenditure. As shown in Fig.1, there are three steps involved in calculating MEE. Dynamic
experiments are first conducted, with vision-based techniques being applied to obtain the motion data
(such as the joint’s coordinates) and smart insoles used to measure the external forces involved. The
participant’s height and weight are also obtained for the anthropometric parameters required for scaling
the model in dynamic analysis. Dynamic simulations of musculoskeletal movement are then performed
based on theoretical mechanics to obtain the forces and moments of each joint. Finally, an energetic
model is used to calculate the MEE. Details of these steps are elaborated in the following subsections.

6

Fig.1. Overview of the proposed methodology

3.1 3D Human Pose Estimation
3D Human Pose Estimation are applied to approximate the 3D locations of joints in the skeleton model
(shown in Fig.2), which consists of 15 joints, including hips, waist, neck, shoulders, elbows, and knees.
(Xingyi Zhou et al., 2017) propose a 3D geometric constraint for 3D pose estimation from 2D images
with only 2D joint annotations, which improves the geometric validity of the estimated poses. The
workflow of the 3D pose estimator comprises two steps of 2D joint recognition and 3D joint coordinate
estimation.
First, a deep learning network, called a hourglass network, is developed to describe the relationship
between pixels or pixel groups with multi-layer neuron networks, which considers the features of both the
local area and the whole image (Newell, Yang, & Deng, 2016). A MPII (Max Planck Institute for
Informatics) Human Pose dataset, which contains 25,000 pictures of various activities and the 2D
coordinates of each joint was used as the training set (Andriluka, Pishchulin, Gehler, & Schiele, 2014).
Then, the network is trained to find the best weight of each neuron to minimize the error between
estimated and real joint coordinates. Next step is to infer 3D joint coordinates based on 2D joint
coordinates. Another deep learning algorithm is applied to simulate the complex nonlinear relationship
between the 3D and 2D joint coordinates according to the links of bone length constraints (Xiaowei Zhou
et al., 2018). The algorithm is trained on a Human 3.6M dataset (including 2D and 3D coordinates of 3.6
million postures) to minimize the differences between the estimated and actual 3D coordinates. Compared
to motion data capture systems, this method (see (Xingyi Zhou et al., 2017) for more details) does not
require workers to wear markers and costs very little, and can therefore be easily applied to construction
sites.
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3.2 The anatomic and biomechanical structure of human
3.2.1 Human Body Joints
The amount of posture data of human movement obtained from video recording can be overwhelming; a
valid interpretation of the data requires an in-depth understanding of the laws of motion and the complex
interplay between mechanics and the human body structure (Tözeren, 1999). Human joints can be

classified into three groups based on the range of motion permitted at the joint (Tözeren, 1999).
Fig. 2 shows the pivot joint between axis and atlas, the two vertebrae closest to the head (a), the
elbow (b), and the shoulder joint (c). The pivot joint between atlas and axis allows the head to
rotate to the left and right. A hinge joint allows the relative rotation in the plane of two
articulating long bones (internal constraints including forces and moments). The knee and elbow
are examples of hinge joints. A ball-and-socket joint allows rotation in three directions. This type
of joint has the most degrees of freedom (internal constraints including forces, moments and
torques) in movement. Considering the activities in our study, rotation of the shoulder joint is
also in the plane of two articulating long bones, which therefore can be simplified to hinge joint.
Examples are the shoulder joint and the pelvic girdle (see (Tözeren, 1999) for more details).

(a) Pivot joint (the head)

(b) Hinge joint (the elbow)

(c) Ball-and-socket joint (the shoulder joint)
Fig. 2. Three groups of engineering representations for the human body ’s synovial joints.

A biomechanical skeleton model of the human body is presented in Fig. 3, in which 15 joints are
selected to model the head, neck, shoulder, elbow, hand, etc. The connection between the two joints is
considered as a rigid particle i ( i  1,...,14 ), which means the connection length remains constant during
working states or resting. Therefore, when a worker lifts an object, the hand, elbow, knee, and hip (in Fig.
3) are modeled as hinge joints (in Fig. 2), which only allows the relative rotation in the plane of two
articulating long bones. The shoulder is modeled as a ball-and-socket joint with allowable rotation in
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three directions, but the relative rotation in the plane of two shoulder joints is outside the scope of this
research.
The specific assumptions are:
(1) The left (right) hand and left (right) elbow can only rotate in the plane of left (right) lower arm
and left (right) upper arm.
(2) The left (right) foot and left (right) knee can only rotate in the plane of left (right) lower leg and
left (right) upper leg.
(3) There is no relative rotation between the shoulder and neck, but the shoulder and neck can rotate
based on the waist joint.

Fig.3. Biomechanical skeleton model of the human body. (font: left hand)

Fig.4. A worker lifting an object.

3.2.2 Introduction of position, velocity and acceleration
The position of joint i moving in space is identified by a vector connecting the joint i with the origin O
referring to a Cartesian coordinate system that is denoted by the symbol R i . R i is a vector function of
time t : Ri  Ri  t  , which can be written as
9

R i  xi e1  yi e 2  zi e 3

(1)

where xi , yi and zi are all functions of time t :

xi  xi  t  ; yi  yi  t  ; zi  zi  t 

(2)

The velocity v and acceleration a of joint i at time t referring to the same Cartesian coordinate
system are determined by taking the time derivative of the position vector given in Eqn. (1), which can be
defined as

vi  dxi / dte1  dyi / dte2  dzi dte3  vixe1  viy e2  viz e3

(3)

ai  dvix / dte1  dviy / dte2  dviz / dte3  aixe1  aiy e2  aiz e3

(4)







in which  xi , yi , zi  , vix , viy , viz , aix , aiy , aiz are the projections onto the corresponding axes.
As mentioned earlier, the connection of every two joints is considered as a rigid object. According to
assumption (1):
Velocity vectors of any two joints i and j (eg., joint A and joint B are two points of lower arm) in a
rigid object are related by the following equation:

v i  v j  v ij  v j  v tij  v ijn

(5)

where vij is the relative velocity of joint i referring to joint j ; v tij and v ijn are the projections of vij onto the
directions vertical to vector ij and parallel to vector ij , respectively.
The acceleration vectors of joints i and j are related by

ai  a j  aij  a j  atij  aijn

(6)

where aij is the relative acceleration of joint i referring to joint j ; atij and aijn are the projections of aij onto the
directions vertical to vector ij and parallel to vector ij , respectively.

3.3 Inverse kinematics
As mentioned previously, the relative rotation in the plane of two articulating long bones (joint torsion) is
not considered here. Thus, the displacements of each joint include joint translation and joint rotation. The
spatial locations of joints A, B, and C for example (Fig.5 (a) and 5 (b)), are as illustrated in gray at time ti
and black at time ti+1 .
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Fig.5 (a). Displacements of joint B.

Fig.5 (b). Displacements of joint C.

The positions of joint A, B, C can be described as:
at time ti  xA  ti  , y A  ti  , z A  ti   ,  xB  ti  , yB  ti  , zB  ti   ,  xC  ti  , yC  ti  , zC  ti  
at time ti 1  x A  ti 1  , y A  ti 1  , z A  ti 1   ,

(7)

 x t  , y t  , z t  ,  x t  , y t  , z t 
B

i 1

B

i 1

B

i 1

C

i 1

C

i 1

C

i 1

(8)

As Fig.5 (a) shows, joint A rotates around joint B, where joint angle  B generates by the joint moment



at joint B and the joint forces acting on joint B has the displacement of Bi Bi 1 during time ti to ti 1 .
Similarly, Fig.5 (b) shows, joint B rotates around joint C, where joint angle  C generates by the joint



moment at joint C and the joint forces acting on joint C has the displacement of Ci Ci 1 during time ti to

ti 1 . Thus, the relative joint angles during time ti to ti 1 are
   
 B  arccos Bi Ai Bi 1 Ai 1 Bi Ai Bi 1 Ai 1

(9)


Ci Bi

(10)

C


 
 arccos  C B C B
i

i

i 1

i 1



C B 
i 1

i 1

The mean absolute angular velocity during time ti to ti 1 at the joint B, C can be calculated as follows:

wB 

wC 

B

(11)

t

C

(12)

t

where t  ti 1  ti is determined by the frequency of data collection. In this paper, t is 0.02s as the
camera collects video data at 50 bps in one second. And the data collection frequency of the insoles is 50
Hz, which matches with that of the video data exactly. As t  0.02 s is very short for construction
workers, therefore, Eqns. (11) and (12) can be regarded as the instant one at time ti 1 . The directional
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vector nB of the angular velocity wB is perpendicular to the plane determined by vectors of Bi Ai and


Bi 1 Ai 1 , which can be calculated as
 

Bi Ai  Bi 1 Ai 1
nB   
 
Bi Ai  Bi 1 Ai 1

(13)



Similarly, the directional vector nC of angular velocity wC can be calculated as follows:
 

Ci Bi  Ci 1 Bi 1
nC    
Ci Bi  Ci 1 Bi 1



(14)



The translation vector of joint B is Bi Bi 1 , and that of joint C is Ci Ci 1 . The displacements of other
joints can be calculated likewise.

3.4 Inverse dynamics
This section applies the reduction method to estimate the joint forces in the human body when lifting
objects. The following worker movements are presented using vector notation as it is widely
acknowledged that the mechanics of human movement can be best explained in this way (Tözeren, 1999).
The first step is to draw a free-body diagram of a body segment to separate the body segment from the
entire body and identify all forces acting on that body part. Newton's Second Law of motion is then
applied along with the linear and angular momentum theorems for a rigid body, to calculate the unknown
joint forces on the body segment.
The Cartesian coordinates of the various human body parts can be first obtained by computer visionbased technologies. Fig.4 shows a worker lifting an object A from the floor. The points Al , Ar denote the
worker’s two hands, and other points B to N denote the corresponding joint as shown in Fig.3,
respectively. Following Zheng et al. (2002), the mass of particle i is assumed as mi with corresponding
weight Gi  mi g , where the position is on the center of the mass (CoM) for simplicity (the following
calculation is also based on CoM). Point C i  xC i , yC i , zC i  denotes the CoM for each particle i , which can
also be referred to (Zheng et al., 2002). The total weight of the worker is Gw and its total corresponding
mass is mW . As Fig.3 shows there are 14 rigid particles excluding the head, thus,
14

14

i 1

i 1

Gw   Gi and mw   mi . The weight of the object is assumed as Go with corresponding mass mO .

3.4.1 Internal forces and moments on joints Al, Ar, B, C, D, F and G
Firstly, the object’s weight Go is calculated. The free-body diagram of a worker with the lifted object is
presented in Fig.6 (a). The vertical supports by the ground onto the worker’s feet can be measured using
12

the insoles, which are Fr  t  and Fl  t  for the right and the left foot, respectively. As seen in Fig.6 (a),
point C 1  xC1 , yC1 , zC1  is the center of mass of particle AB . The spatial positions of joints A and B at
time t are  xA , y A , z A  and  xB , yB , zB  , respectively. Thus, more information can be obtained as follows:

Vector AB (corresponding to particle AB ) is




AB   xB  xA  e1   yB  y A  e2   zB  z A  e3   xB  xA , yB  y A , z B  z A 
(15)

The length l AB of vector AB is

 xB  x A 

l AB 

2

  yB  y A    z B  z A 
2

2

(16)

The length lC1B between point C 1 and joint B is determined by the individual worker, which is taken to
be a ratio r1 (say 0.5 if the mass is distributed evenly) to the length l AB . Thus, the spatial position of
point C 1 is


C 1 B  r1 AB



(17)



which is xB  xC1 , yB  yC1 , zB  zC1  r1  xB  xA , yB  yA , zB  z A 

(18)

 xC1  xB 1  r1   r1 x A

Then  yC1  yB 1  r1   r1 y A

 zC1  z B 1  r1   r1 z A

(19)

The scalar components of velocity vector vC1 are

dxC1

dx
dx
 1  r1  B  r1 A  1  r1  vBx  r1v Ax
vC1x 
dt
dt
dt

dyC1

dy
dy
 1  r1  B  r1 A  1  r1  vBy  r1vAy
vC1 y 
dt
dt
dt

dzC1

dz
dz
 1  r1  B  r1 A  1  r1  vBz  r1v Az
vC1z 
dt
dt
dt


(20)

with scalar components of acceleration vector aC1 being

dvC1 x

dv
dv
 1  r1  Bx  r1 Ax  1  r1  aBx  r1a Ax
 aC1 x 
dt
dt
dt

dvC1 y

dvBy
dv Ay
 1  r1 
 r1
 1  r1  aBy  r1a Ay
 aC1 y 
dt
dt
dt

dvC1 z

dv
dv
 1  r1  Bz  r1 Az  1  r1  aBz  r1a Az
 aC1 z 
dt
dt
dt
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(21)

Similarly, the spatial position of point C i , its velocity vector and acceleration vector can be obtained
by

 xC i  xQ 1  ri   ri xP

 yC i  yQ 1  ri   ri yP

 zC i  zQ 1  ri   ri zP

(22)

v i  1  ri  vQx  ri vPx
 C x
vC i y  1  ri  vQy  ri vPy

vC i z  1  ri  vQz  ri vPz

(23)

a i  1  ri  aQx  ri aPx
 C x
aC i y  1  ri  aQy  ri aPy

aC i z  1  ri  aQz  ri aPz

(24)

where point C i is the center of the mass of the particle i connecting joints P and Q ( P, Q  A, B,..., N ),
and lCi Q  rli PQ .
The coordinates R C of the center of mass in Fig.6 (a) satisfy the condition
14

RC 

m R
i

i 1

Ci

 mO R A

(25)

mW  mO

Then, the velocity vector and acceleration vector for CoM are
14

m

vC 

i

i 1

14

m

aC 

i 1

i

dR C i

 mO

dt
mW  mO
dv C i

 mO

dt
mW  mO

dR A
dt
dv A
dt

14



m v
i

i 1

14



 mO v A

(26)

mW  mO

m a
i 1

Ci

i Ci

 mO a A

(27)

mW  mO

Newton’s Second Law for the object moving requires that

 F   Ma
e

i

(28)

C

The projections of Eqn. (28) onto the direction of axis z can be written as

Fr  Fl  Gw  GO   mW  mO  aCz

(29)

where Fr , Fl are the support forces on the feet by the ground, which are measured by the wearable
insole system. Thus, we can obtain the object’s weight ( GO ).
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(a)

(b)

Fig.6. Schematic diagram of: (a) a worker with a lifted object, and (b) the forces acting on the object.

The resultant forces exerted by the hands ( Al , Ar ) on the object A can then be determined. The three





mass points ( Al , Ar and A ) have the same motion. The spatial position of joint Al at time t is x Al , y Al , z Al .



According to Eqns.(3) and (4), the velocity and acceleration of joint Al at time t are v Al x , v Al y , v Al z

a

Al x

 and



, a Al y , a Al z , respectively. The object A has the same velocity and acceleration as joints Al and Ar at all

time. Fig.6 (b) shows the object under forces by two hands. According to Newton’s Second Law for the
object moving


Go
 FAx  FAl x  FAr x  mo a Al x  g a Al x


Go
aA y
 FAy  FAl y  FAr y  mo a Al y 
g l


G
 FAz  FAl z  FAr z  Go  mo a Al z  Go  o a Al z
g


(30)

For simplicity, the forces on the object exerted by the two hands are assumed symmetrical. Thus, the
forces on the left hand or right hand are

FAx

'
 FAl x  FAr x  2   FAx

FAy

  FAy'
 FAl y  FAr y 
2

FAz

'
 FAl z  FAr z  2   FAz


(31)

where ( FAx' , FAy' , FAz' ) are the reaction forces on the hand by the object.
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(a)

(b)

Fig.7. Simplified geometry of the forearm and forces acting on it: (a) particle AB; (b) particle BC.

The next step is to take the free-body diagram of the forearm into consideration as shown in Fig.7, in
which:
Newton’s Second Law for the object moving requires that

 F   m a
e

i

(32)

1 C1

The projections of Eqn. (32) onto the directions of the Cartesian coordinate axes can be written as
FAx
G1

 FBx  g aC1 x  2

FAy

G1
aC1 y 
 FBy 
g
2


G
F
 FBz  1 aC1 z  G1  Az
g
2


(33)

Thus, the resultant external force FB acting on joint B is



  G
F
FB  FBx e1  FBy e2  FBz e3   1 aC1x  Ax
2
 g
 G1
FAz  
 aC1z  G1 
 e3
2 
 g

FAy
   G1
 e1   aC1 y 
2

 g

 
 e2 


(34)

As Section 3.3 illustrated, the motion of rigid particle AB can be divided into two parts: one is the
translational motion with joint B, and another is to rotate around joint B. Then, the law of moment of
momentum about the CoM C1 requires that
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dLC1

 

dt
L C1 

  M C1 Fi e 

(35)

1
m1l12 w C1
12

(36)

where w C1  w B , and w B is calculated in Section 3.3.
The scalar components of moment of momentum can be written by the relationship:
dwC1 x
dLx 1
 m1l12
dt 12
dt

(37)

Similarly,
dwC1 y
1
m1l12
12
dt

(38)

dwC1 z
dLz 1
 m1l12
dt 12
dt

(39)

dLy
dt



As shown in Fig.7 (a), the external forces are G1   0,0, G1  , FB   FBx , FBy , FBz  ,
M B   M Bx , M By , M Bz  , FAl   FAx' , FAy' , FAz'  . Thus, the joint moment about the CoM C1 can be written as



 M  F    C A  F
e

C1

1

i

l

e1

C1 Al  FAl  x Al  xC1
'
Ax

F

 z

Al





FBx

B


 C1 B  FB  M B

e2
y Al  yC1
'
Ay

F

FBy



 

 x

Al

Al


 yC1 FAz'  z Al  zC1 FAy' e1 



 



FBz

 x

B

(41)


 xC1 FAy'  y Al  yC1 FAx' e3

e3
z B  zC1 


 zC1 FBx  xB  xC1 FBz e2 



'
Az

 y

F

 

e2
yB  yC1

(40)

e3
z Al  zC1 


 zC1 FAx'  x Al  xC1 FAz' e2 

e1

C1 B  FB  xB  xC1

 z

Al



 y

B

 




 yC1 FBz  z B  zC1 FBy e1 



 



(42)


 xC1 FBy  yB  yC1 FBx e3





 

The moment of momentum’s scalar components can be written by the following relationship:

 

 dLx
 e
 dt   M x Fi

 dLy
  M y Fi e 

dt

 dLz
e
 dt   M z Fi


 

(43)

 

Substituting Eqn. (37) ~ Eqn. (42) into Eqn. (43), gives
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dwC1 x

1
2
 y Al  yC1 FAz'  z Al  zC1 FAy'  yB  yC1 FBz  z B  zC1 FBy
 M Bx  m1l1
dt
12

dw

1
C1 y
2
 z Al  zC1 FAx'  x Al  xC1 FAz'  z B  zC1 FBx  xB  xC1 FBz
 M By  m1l1
12
dt

dw

1
C1 z
2
 x Al  xC1 FAy'  y Al  yC1 FAx'  xB  xC1 FBy  yB  yC1 FBx
 M Bz  m1l1
12
dt
















































(44)



For forces and moments acting on joint C , the free-body diagram of particle BC is shown in Fig.7 (b).
The resultant external force FC acting on joint C is

G2
 FCx  g aC 2 x  FBx


G2
a 2  FBy
 FCy 
g Cy


G2
a 2  G2  FBz
 FCz 
g Cz


(45)

And the moment of momentum created at the shoulder (joint C ) by the muscles is

dwC2 x

1
2
'
 yB  yC2 FBz'  z B  zC2 FBy'  yC  yC2 FCz  zC  zC2 FCy  M Bx
 M Cx  m2l2
12
dt

dw

1
C2 y
2
'
 z B  zC2 FBx'  xB  xC2 FBz'  zC  zC2 FCx  xC  xC2 FCz  M By
 M Cy  m2l2
12
dt

dw

1
C2 z
2
'
 xB  xC2 FBy'  yB  yC2 FBx'  xC  xC2 FCy  yC  yC2 FCx  M Bz
 M Cz  m2l2
dt
12
















































(46)



Similarly, the forces and moments acting on joints F and G can be written likewise.
As shown in Fig.8, joint D connects four rigid particles, such as particle DC , particle DE ,
particle DF , and particle DH . First, all the three rigid particles except particle DH are considered as a
distinct segment from the whole body. Then, the forces acting on joint D by these three particles
( DC , DE and DF ) can be written as before. For instance, the forces acting on joint D by particle DF are

G5
 FDFx  g aC 5 x  FFx


G5
a 5  FFy
 FDFy 
g Cy


G
 FDFz  5 aC 5 z  G5  FFz
g


(47)
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dwC5 x

1
2
'
 yF  yC5 FFz'  z F  zC5 FFy'  yD  yC5 FDFz  z D  zC5 FDFy  M Fx
 M DFx  m3l3
12
dt

dw

1
C5 y
2
'
 z F  zC5 FFx'  xF  xC5 FFz'  z D  zC5 FDFx  xD  xC5 FDFz  M Fy
 M DFy  m3l3
12
dt

dwC5 z

1
'
2
 xF  xC5 FFy'  yF  yC5 FFx'  xD  xC5 FDFy  yD  yC5 FDFx  M Fz
 M DFz  m3l3
12
dt
















































(48)



Then, the forces acting on joint D by particle DH should be calculated. To this end, the joint D is
separated from the whole body as a distinct segment. Fig.8 depicts the schematic diagram of joint D .
To balance joint D , we have
'
'
'
 FDEx
 FDCx
 FDFx
 FDHx  0
 '
'
'
 FDEy  FDCy  FDFy  FDHy  0
 '
'
'
 FDEz  FDCz  FDFz  FDHz  0

(49)

'
'
'
 M DEx
 M DCx
 M DFx
 M DHx  0
 '
'
'
 M DEy  M DCy  M DFy  M DHy  0
 '
'
'
 M DEz  M DCz  M DFz  M DHz  0

(50)

Fig.8. The forces acting on the joint D.

Fig.9. The forces acting on the joint H.

'
FDE
 FDE  0
 '
where FDF  FDF  0
 '
FDC  FDC  0

and

(51)

M 'DE  M DE  0
 '
M DF  M DF  0
 '
M DC  M DC  0

(52)

Thus, we obtain
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 FDHx  FDCx  FDEx  FDFx

 FDHy  FDCy  FDEy  FDFy

 FDHz  FDCz  FDEz  FDFz

(53)

 M DHx  M DCx  M DEx  M DFx

 M DHy  M DCy  M DEy  M DFy

 M DHz  M DCz  M DEz  M DFz

(54)

3.4.2 Internal forces and moments on joints H , I , J , K , L , M and N
The forces acting on the joint H by particle HD are

G8
 FHDx  g aC8 x  FDHx


G8
aC 8 y  FDHy
 FHDy 
g


G
 FHDz  8 aC 8 z  G8  FDHz
g


(55)

dwC8 x

1
2
'
'
'
 yD  yC8 FDHz
 zD  zC8 FDHy
 yH  yC8 FHDz  zH  zC8 FHDy  M DHx
 M HDx  m4l4
12
dt

dwC8 y

1
2
'
'
'
 zD  zC8 FDHx
 xD  xC8 FDHz
 zH  zC8 FHDx  xH  xC8 FHDz  M DHy
(56)
 M HDy  m4l4
12
dt

dwC8 z

1
2
'
'
'
 xD  xC8 FDHy
 yD  yC8 FDHx
 xH  xC8 FHDy  yH  yC8 FHDx  M DHz
 M HDz  m4l4
12
dt


















































There are three rigid particles connected to joint H , which is considered as distinct from the whole
skeleton, shown in Fig. 9. To balance joint H , the forces and moments should satisfy the conditions:

 FHJx  FHIx  FHDx

 FHJy  FHIy  FHDy

 FHJz  FHIz  FHDz

(57)

 M HJx  M HIx  M HDx

 M HJy  M HIy  M HDy

 M HJz  M HIz  M HDz

(58)

As shown in Eqns. (57) and (58), there are 12 unknown forces with only 6 equations so the forces
acting on the H connected to the hips can not be determined at this stage.

3.4.3 Internal forces and moments on joints M and N
As mentioned before, a 3-dimensional accelerometer located in the insole center measures the
acceleration ( a X , aY , aZ ) of the feet, which is also the CoM of the feet (as shown in Fig.10). As Fig.10
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shows, the position of center of pressure (CoP) is a little different from that of CoM  xcr , ycr , zcr  , which
can also be measured as  X cl , Ycl  ,  X cr ,Ycr  using the insole system for left and right feet, respectively.
The relationship between our motion coordinate system and the right insole coordinate system is as
follows:
 X  x  xcr

Y  y  ycr
Z  z  z
cr


(59)

According to Newton’s Second Law, the forces acting on the right ankle (joint M ) are:
'
 FMx
 m f * axr
 '
r
r
 FMy  m f * a y  f
 '
r
r
 FMz  m f * az  m f * g  Fz

(60)

where mf is the mass of one foot, Fzr is the total pressure of the right foot measured by the insole system,
and f r is the friction force on the right foot.

Fig. 10. The forces acting on the right foot.

Then, forces on joints N can be calculated similarly:
 FNx   m f * axl

l
l
 FNy  f  m f * a y

l
l
 FNz  Fz  m f * g  m f * az

(61)

As the external forces are Gr   0,0, Gr  , F 'M   F 'Mx , F 'My , F 'Mz  , M 'M   M 'Mx , M 'My , M 'Mz  ,
Fcr   0, f r , Fzr  . Thus, according to the law of moment of momentum about the CoM  xcr , ycr , zcr  (the

feet is modeled as a rigid link), the moments on joints M and N are
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dwCrx

1
2
r
 M Mx  Ycr Fz  m f l f
dt
12

dw

1
Cry
2
M M y  m f l f
dt
12

dwCrz

1
2
r
 M Mz  X cr f  m f l f
dt
12


(62)

dwClx

1
2
l
 M Nx  Ycl Fz  m f l f
dt
12

dwCly

1
2
M N y  m f l f
dt
12

dwClz

1
2
l
 M Nz  X cl f  m f l f
dt
12


(63)

where

dw Cl
dt

and

dw Cr
dt

are the rotation angular accelerations of the left feet and the right feet relative to

their CoMs, respectively, which can be approximated as

dw Ci
dt



2aCi
lf

,

i  l, r  .

3.4.4 Internal forces and moments on joints K , L , I , J and H
Similarly, the forces and moments acting on joint K can be written, respectively, as

G13
 FKx  g aC13 x  FMx


G13
a 13  FMy
 FKy 
g C y


G
 FKz  13 aC13 z  G13  FMz
g


(64)

dwC13 x

1
2
'
'
'
 yM  yC13 FMz
 zM  zC13 FMy
 yK  yC13 FKz  zK  zC13 FKy  M Mx
 M Kx  m7 l7
12
dt

dw

1
C13 y
2
'
'
'
 zM  zC13 FMx
 xM  xC13 FMz
 zK  zC13 FKx  xK  xC13 FKz  M My
 M Ky  m7 l7
12
dt

dwC13 z

1
2
'
'
'
 xM  xC13 FMy
 yM  yC13 FMx
 xK  xC13 FKy  yK  yC13 FKx  M Mz
 M Kz  m7l7
12
dt
















































(65)



Thus, the forces and moments acting on joints L , I , J and H can be calculated similarly.

3.5 MEE computation
There are several approaches for estimating the MEE during human movements (Prilutsky, Petrova, &
Raitsin, 1996), among which two human lower extremity model with different sources of mechanical
energy (moments at joints, and muscles including two-joint muscles) are widely used. The mass-inertia
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and geometrical characteristics of these two models are considered to be the same. However, theoretical
analysis results indicate that the joint moment sources could spend the same mechanical energy with the
muscle force sources under certain conditions (if antagonistic muscles crossing the joint do not produce
force) (Prilutsky et al., 1996). According to the definition of Work by variable forces which is path
dependent, the work by a force on an object is given by the line integral:
W   F dx   F vdt   P  t dt
C

t2

t2

t1

t1

(66)

where the F v is the power over the instant dt , and F, v are generalized forces and velocity, respectively.
For example, if F is force, then v is linear velocity; or if F is moment, then v is angular velocity. In the
study, we calculate the MEE, which corresponds to the work generated by dissipative forces (consuming
metabolic energy). Thus, the MEE can be approximated as
WMEE   P  t  dt
t2

(67)

t1

Eqn. (37) shows both the positive and negative work consumes MEE, which is positive. As (Prilutsky
et al., 1996) illustrates, the net joint moment is equal to the algebraic sum of moments of individual
muscles crossing the joint. Then, the joint force should be equal to the resultant forces of individual
muscles crossing the joint. Thus, we adopt the joint moment sources and consider the joint forces
simultaneously for the (MEE) model, according to the principle of superposition of Work by dissipative
forces, which is equal to
n
n
n
T2  n
T2
T2
T2

WMEE    Pjc  t   dt    Pjc  t  dt    M j w j dt    Fj v j dt
T1
T1
T1
T1
j 1
j 1
j 1
 j 1


(68)

where Pjc  t  is the power of the moment at the jth joint ( j  1, 2..., n ), which is equal to the dot product
of the joint moment and the angular velocity at the joint, together with the dot product of the joint force
and the velocity at the joint. The first part in Eqn. (68) considers MEE generated by the net joint moments

 M  and the second part is corresponding to MEE generated by internal joint forces  F  . As Eqn. (68)
j

j

shows, instantaneous power are first computed from the dot product of joint moment and joint angular
velocity at each joint, together with the dot product of the joint force and the velocity at the joint, then the
positive power ( Pjc  t  ) and negative power ( Pjc  t  ) performed at each joint are determined separately by
numerically integrating the instantaneous positive and negative powers over the full periodic cycle. The
total mechanical power is then obtained then by summing the absolute values of power over all joints
(Umberger & Martin, 2007).
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4. Experiment and results
4.1 Instrumentation
The experimental protocols involved walking freely, standing still, stooping freely, stooping carrying a
box (near 15 kg) and walking carrying a box (shown in Figs.11 ~ 15, respectively). A male subject
(age=24 years, height=180cm, mass=70kg) was apprised of the study’s goals and requirements, and
provided informed consent in accordance with local regulations. The segment weight as a percentage of
whole body weight is given in Table 1.
Table 1. Body segment parameters (male) (Dempster, 1955; Xincong et al., 2017).

Segment

m

Gi (corresponding to Fig.6)

Head and neck

0.0826

G4

10.75

( l4 )

Upper arm

0.0325*2

G 2 , G6

17.2

( l2 )

Forearm

0.0187*2

G1 , G7

15.7

( l1 )

Hand

0.0065*2

G1 , G7

5.75

Torso

0.3316

G3 , G5 , G8

20.8

( l3 )

Thigh

0.105*2

G11 , G12

23.2

( l6 )

Lower leg

0.0475*2

G13 , G14

24.7

( l7 )

Hips

0.1366

G9 , G10

9.3

( l5 )

Foot

0.0143*2

Gr , Gl

24.7

( lf )

l

m, segment weight as a percentage of whole body weight; l , segment length as a percentage of total body height.

As is shown, if the whole body weight is G , then, G9  G10  0.1366 2G  0.0683G ,
G2  G6  0.0325G

,

G1  G7  0.0252G

G11  G12  0.105G

,

,

G13  G14  0.0475G

,

G3  G5  0.5G8  0.0829G , G r  G l  0.0143G .

4.2 Data collection
(1) External force on the feet: support force by the ground
The external forces on both feet obtained by the wearable insole system (OpenGo, Moticon GmbH)
are illustrated in Fig.16. The insole-based system comprises wearable insoles embedded with pressure
sensors for measuring foot plantar pressure distributions. Each left or right insole consists of 13 capacitive
pressure sensors, an internal data storage, and a 3-dimensional micro electro mechanical system (MEMS)
accelerometer (Bosh Sensortech BMA 150) located in the insole’s center. The data collected at the rate of
50 Hz by the insoles is processed by the embedded processing unit, and a wireless module transmits it for
further analysis. (Braun et al., 2015) used the FUM-S pressure plate (incorporated 2560 sensors on an
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area of 54 by 34cm) to validate the performance of the Moticon’s OpenGo system. Results showed no
statistical difference was seen between the insole and force plate measurements, and intraclass correlation
for the reliability  0.994 was for all parameters. And (Stöggl & Martiner, 2017) validated the OpenGo
sensor insoles compared to the AMTI force plate system and PedarX system. Results showed similar
detected ground contact and flight times but lower impulses during walking, running and jumping. This is
because the 13 capacitive pressure sensors of the OpenGo system didn’t cover the insoles fully. Thus, we
first calibrated the reproductive ground reaction forces compared to the subject’s actual weight using data
of standing still for more than 60 seconds, where the total force impulses were approximately 15% lower.
Then, the total pressures used for our calculations were multiplied by 1.18 to approximate the actual
ground reaction forces. Fig.16 (a) shows, the plantar pressures are divided into six parts according to five
different activities, comprising walking freely (from 0s~7s), standing still (from 7s~9s), stooping freely
(from 9s~14s), stooping with box (from 14s~21s), walking with box (from 21s~29s), and stooping with
box (from 29s~31s). The subject walked at an average speed of 0.90m/s but not exactly all the time (the
specific velovity and acceleration are calculated based on Eqns. (3) and (4)). The total plantar pressures
were invariably near-periodic within a narrow band (Racic & Brownjohn, 2011). And the moments
presented in Fig.16 (b) showed similar patterns as the plantar pressures.

(a)

(b)

(a)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig.11. Walking freely

Fig.12. Standing still

Fig.13. Stooping freely

(c),(d): Corresponding

(b): Corresponding

(c),(d): Corresponding

plantar pressures.

plantar pressures.

plantar pressures.
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(e)

(f)

(c)

(d)

Fig.14. Stooping with box

Fig.15. Walking with box

(d)(e)(f): Corresponding plantar pressures.

(c)(d): Corresponding plantar pressures.

Fig.16. External forces on the feet. (a): total pressures; (b) moments on the ankles.

(2) 3D human pose estimation
The coordinates of human skeleton joints are tracked using 3D human pose estimation algorithm, which
runs at less than 0.5s per frame in one GTX 1080Ti on a Linux PC with Ubuntu 16.04 system Figs.17 ~20
present several results for four different activities, which are walking freely, stooping freely, stoopting
with box and walking with box, respectively.
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Fig.17. Walking freely.

Fig.18. Stooping freely.

Fig.19. Stooping with box.

Fig.20. Walking with box.

4.3 Results and discussion
The joint internal forces and moment were calculated using the inverse dynamics based on the assumption
that the human body is a series of rigid links connected with joints, where timely adjustment is needed to
match the motion data of each joint with the biomechanical skeleton model according to the balance of
joint H. And wavelet transformation is applied to filter the false tracked motion, while retaining as much
of the original data as possible. Then, inputting the skeleton joints’ estimated coordinates into the
equations in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 enables the angular velocity and displacement at each joint, and its
corresponding internal forces and moments to be obtained. Fig. 21 illustrates the absolute angular velocity,
velocity, force and internal moment at partial joints. For instance, Fig.21 (a) and (b) presents the absolute
angular velocity of joints in our motion coordinate system, where the average maximum angular velocity
is generated at joints N and M, and the average minimum angular velocity occurs at joints H (close to
zero), I and J. In Fig.21 (a), the angular velocities at joints B and G achieved the maximum and minimum
values during the walking freely and walking with box, respectively. In Fig.21 (b), the angular velocities
at joints K, L, M and N achieved the maximum and minimum values during the walking and stooping
times, respectively. Fig.21 (c) and (d) shows the joint moments. As Fig. 21 (c) shows, moments at joints

B, C, F and G reached the maximum values (near 25 N*m) during the time of walking with box, while
moment at joint D obtained its maximum values during the time of stooping with box. Fig. 21 (d) shows
the maximum joint moments (close to 120 N*m) at joints K and L are generated when the subject walking
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with box; while joint H reached the maximum joint moment (near 100 N*m) when the subject stooping
with box. In these Figures, the maximum joint moments are at joints I and J, followed by joints H, K, L,
then joints B, G, F, C and D.
Fig.22 shows the absolute velocity and joint force at partial body joints. As presented in Fig.22 (a)
and (b), the maximum and minimum velocities generated at joints M & N, and B & G, respectively. Fig.
22 (d) illustrates the maximum joint forces to be at joints K and L followed by joints I, J, and H, then
joints D, F, C, G and B. Different joints achieved their maximum and minimum forces at different time or
different activities. For instance, joints I and J reached their maximum forces (close to 900N) when the
subject was walking with the box, but joint H obtained its maximum force (near 600N) when stooping
with box. (Gallagher & Marras, 2012) reviewed the existing literature in terms of shear tolerance of the
lumbar spine (its nearest joint is H) and suggested a 1000 N shear limit acceptable for occasional
exposure to shear loading (≤100 loadings/day) and a 700 N limit for repetitive shear loading (100–1000
loadings/day) for most workers. Thus, according to the shear limits, our worker’s lumbar spine was safe
for this experiment. However, if a heavier box needs to be lifted, the worker should slow down his speed
of stooping with box to avoid strenuous physical exertion. In an ideal world, it would be feasible to
develop tolerance values for all human body joints that would protect even the weakest joint from injury.
However, the available research data is very scarce and the internal joint force tolerance studies (or
fatigue failure studies) may vary considerable in terms of methodology (Gallagher & Marras, 2012). Our
developed method can provide a feasible way to fill this gap.
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Fig.21. Absolute angular velocity and joint moment at partial body joints. (a) and (b) show: absolute angular
velocities at joints B, C, D, F, G and I, J, K, L, M, N, respectively; (c) and (d) show: joint moments at joints B, C, D,
F, G and I, J, K, L, M, N, respectively.

Fig.22. Velocity and joint force at partial body joints. (a) and (b) show: velocities at joints B, C, D, F, G and I, J, K,
L, M, N, respectively; (c) and (d) show: joint forces at joints B, C, D, F, G and I, J, K, L, M, N, respectively.

After we approximated the joint angular velocity, joint velocity, joint moments and joint forces, we
can calculate the MEE using Eq. (68). As the frequency for our data collection is 50 Hz, then, we assume
the power of moment during every 0.02s is a constant. Thus, the total MEE during T1 ,T2  in Eq. (68) can
be written as:
n N
T2  n

W    Pjc  t   dt   Pijc  t  *0.02
T1
j 1 i 1
 j 1


(69)

where N  (T2  T1 ) * 50 is the total data samples.
Note: Figs. (21) and (22) presented the absolute values of each influential factors related to MEE, we
can’t just simply use the product of joint absolute angular velocity and moments, or that of absolute
velocity and forces, which should be dot product of each vector.
Fig. 23 illustrated the MEE at the partial body joints for the four activities in 31s, showing that the
maximum MEE is achieved at joint H (near the lumbar spine), then joints M and N (the ankles), joints K
and L (the knee), joints I and J (near the upper leg), joints F and C (neat the upper arm), joint D (near the
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neck), joints B and G (the elbow) respectively. For joints D and H, stooping (freely or with box)
consumed the most MEE, and free walking the least; while for joints M, N, I, J, K and L, walking with
box consumes the most MEE, and free stooping the least. For each activity, different joints consume
different MEE. For instance, stooping with box consumes the most MEE at joints H, then at joints D, I, J,

M, N, F, G, B, and C, respectively, which is similar to the results from the previous study by (Hwang,
Kim, & Kim, 2009); while walking with box consumes the most MEE at joints M and N, then at joints K,

L, I, J, F, G, C, B, H and D, respectively. Stooping with box consumes less MEE at joints K, L, M and N,
but large MEE at joint H. The reason of the result is affected by the stoop technique where the subject
bents his back to lift a box (Fig.14 (a) & Fig. (19)).

Figs. 23. Measured MEE; (a): at joints B, C, D, F and G; (b) at joints H, I, J, K, L, M and N.

We defined the average MEE rate as total MEE divided by time, which is presented in Table 2. As
Table 2 showed, MEE rate varies significantly with joint positions and activities. For free walking, joints

M and N achieved the maximum MEE rate; for free stooping and stooping with box, joint H achieved the
maximum MEE rate; and for walking with box, joints M & N, and B & C almost achieved the similar
maximum MEE rate. Then, the total MEE rate for the four types of activity is estimated as: 97.58 J/s for
free walking; 447.03 J/s for free stooping; 855.04 J/s for stooping with box; and 302.68 J/s for walking
with box. We can see the MEE rate for stooping with box is near to that of all the other three activities
combined, in which the MEE rate at joint H accounts for 25% of total MEE rate. The MEE for free
walking at the legs is slightly larger than that calculated by (Soo & Donelan, 2010) with step length 0.6 L
(0.65m). The main reason may be that our model has rigid body segments, which causes larger internal
forces and moments. Our estimated MEE during free walking was much larger than energy expenditure
assessment using the measurement of the exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide. One reason may be
that the oxygen transport system could not immediately supply the needed quantity of oxygen to the
active muscles.
Results show for free stooping and stooping with box, the forces and moments and MEE rate all
reached the maximum value at joint H, which means the lumbar spine (near joint H) is at the highest risk
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for neuromuscular fatigue. In this case, stooping slowly, or stooping from less height, may reduce the
joint moments at joint H (near lumbar spine). The four different types of activities can be combined freely
to consist of one day’s workload for carriers (e.g., bricklayers). For instance, if a bricklayer works 8 h one
day with 2 h for each activity, then, the total MEE will be 12256.776 KJ. This result is not determined,
which can be affected by personal factors (e.g., weight, height, working speed), or posture (e.g., squat
lifting or stooping lifting), etc. Future studies may focus on the influential factors-MEE relationships.
The construction industry is a labor-intensive industry and very difficult to replace the labors with
robots and machines; thus, construction workers are exposed to high WMSDs. To evaluate WMSDs, joint
loadings may need to be determined. This research proposed a non-invasive method to estimate MEE of
workers based on 3D dynamic biomechanical model, where the internal joint forces and moments were
approximated as the middle variables using inverse dynamics. From the Section 3.4, we can see the joint
forces and moments vary depending on the acceleration of motions and postures during construction
activities, which determined by individual factors (e.g., personal preference), environmental factors (e.g.,
working spaces) or managerial factors (e.g., work schedule) (Seo et al., 2014). Thus, it’s important for the
biomechanical models to consider velocity and acceleration of postures for accurate estimating tissue and
joint loadings. And the results show joint forces and moments vary significantly at different body
segments according to different construction activities, which can only evaluate each local body segment
separately. While MEE demonstrates total physical exertion of the whole body, which may provide more
comprehensive suggestions for site management.
Table 2. Average MEE rate for different activities.
Activity
MEE
rate
(J/s)

Total
MEE
rate
(J/s)

Free
walking
Free
stooping
Stooping
with box
Walking
with box
Free
walking
Free
stooping
Stooping
with box
Walking
with box

Joint
B
4.12

Joint
C
3.11

Joint
D
2.26

Joint
F
3.29

Joint
G
5.01

Joint
H
8.03

Joint
I
9.85

Joint
J
8.54

Joint K

Joint L
10.29

Joint
M
15.25

Joint
N
16.81

11.02

1.43

6.73

43.50

1.08

4.48

136.61

55.30

56.23

59.63

53.71

10.44

17.89

75.96

22.67

55.04

90.42

13.27

212.12

82.17

85.12

100.31

105.24

7.06

5.66

30.56

31.01

3.39

23.93

26.37

13.56

20.41

27.02

30.12

27.70

35.97

32.64

97.58
447.03
855.04
302.68

5. Limitations and conclusions
Although the current work deepened the knowledge of quantifying MEE during the worker’s lifting task,
there are several limitations that should be further emphasized in future research. First, the human body
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segments are modeled as a rigid body, which will cause larger estimated internal joint forces and
moments. Second, we used the human body skeleton to simulate the motion, whereas energy consumption
with specific activities performed by muscles is much more complicated. Third, the method of 3D human
pose estimation by (Xingyi Zhou et al., 2017) has a slightly lower accuracy than 90%, which may lead to
some errors in the measured angular velocity at the joints. Fourth, only walking and stooping activities are
analyzed and comparisons with other construction tasks need to be addressed in future studies.
Direct measurement of MEE during construction tasks is limited in existing research, and this study is
the first to quantify MEE when performing different activities by a vision-based biomechanical method to
calculate the joint forces produced by muscle groups based on the laws of mechanics when lifting objects.
First presented is the theoretical deduction of the joint forces and calculation of moments using the human
body’s physical structure and mechanical properties based on the laws of dynamics. 3D human pose
estimation based on 2D videos is adopted as the input for this step to estimate the motion data of our
skeleton joint model. Then, a lifting task is conducted, consisting of four types of activities, to validate the
method and evaluate the MEE for different activities at different joints. The total daily MEE can then be
approximated by summing the different time of corresponding activities.
According to the existing studies (Bakker et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2015), joint and tissue loading is
highly associated with WMSD risks. Therefore, the method developed in our research can also be applied
to assess the joint disorder risks. The other main contributions are that the method is non-invasive, costeffective, and can be easily applied on construction sites (as far as workers’ joints visible to the cameras
and the wearable insoles suitable to each worker); while it is difficult to quantify fatigue or pain, the
amount and distribution of MEE may indicate a trade-off between working and other activities; it can
highlight that, when a worker chooses to perform a task passively or with less easily quantified costs, it
may be uneconomic to do so (Zelik & Kuo, 2012); the maximum value and distribution of internal joint
forces and moments can be used to minimize associated occupational safety hazards, and the estimation
of worker joint forces in near real time can provide timely insights into worker neural control and tissue
loading (Erdemir et al., 2007). Moreover, site managers can also gain deeper insights into the physical
effects of workloads on workers, to help improve safety performance and reduce safety risks. Last but not
the least, the joint force and moment estimation can only demonstrate the limits of local body segments.
Estimation of MEE can provide a general assessment of whole human body’s physical exertion. Future
studies will focus on the MEE-fatigue failure relationships, which may provide a new view and method
for studying fatigue and WMSD risks.
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